
Introdution to String TheoryProf. Dr. L�ustSummer 2006Assignment # 3(Due May 22, 2006)1) Di�erential Geometry for General RelativityConsider the metri of a 2-sphere of radius a:ds2 = g��dx�dx� = a2[d�2 + sin2 �d�2℄:The metri enodes all information on the geometry of a manifold. In Assignment # 2,you already alulated the surfae area of the two-sphere. In the present problem, wewill determine all those geometri quantities that are relevant for general relativity:a) The metriChoosing x1 = � and x2 = �, read o� the matrix g��.b) The Christo�el symbolsThe Christo�el symbols are de�ned as���� = 12g��  �g���x� + �g���x� � �g���x� ! :They enter ovariant derivatives suh as r�V � = ��V � + ����V �, where the orretionterm with the Christo�el symbols ensures that the ovariant derivative indeed trans-forms \ovariantly" under arbitrary oordinate transformations x� ! x�0(x�), i.e.,r�V � ! (r�V �)0 = �x��x�0 �x�0�x� r�V �;without seond derivatives in the oordinates.Compute the non-vanishing Christo�el symbols for the two-sphere. (Hint: ���� =����, so only a few omponents have to be omputed expliitly.)) The Riemann tensorThe Riemann urvature tensor has the formR���� = ������ � ������ + �������� � ��������:Calulate the non-vanishing omponents of R���� for the two-sphere (Hint: Use theantisymmetry in � and � to avoid redundant omputations).1



Remark: The Riemann tensor measures the urvature of a spae, for instane byquantifying the non-ommutativity of the ovariant derivatives:[r�;r�℄V � = R����V �:A spae with vanishing R���� is at, i.e., the metri an be brought to the standardMinkowskian (or Eulidean) form by means of a oordinate transformation.d) The Rii tensorThe Rii tensor is de�ned as Ri�� = R���� :Calulate Ri�� for S2.e) The salar urvatureThe salar urvature is given as R = g��Ri��:CalulateR for S2. How does the salar urvature behave in the limit a!1? Interpretthis behaviour.f) The Einstein tensorThe Einstein equation is the �eld equation of general relativity, and it relates theurvature of spaetime to the matter distribution:G�� = 8�GT��;where G denotes Newton's onstant, T�� is the energy momentum tensor, and G��denotes the Einstein tensor: G�� = Ri�� � 12g��R:Calulate G�� for S2.2) The Polyakov ation: I) The �eld equationsConsider the Polyakov ation,SP = �T2 Z d2�phh����X���X����:a) Remembering det(expA) = exp(TrA), show thatÆh = �h��(Æh��)h;where h = � det(h��) 2



b) The energy momentum tensor T�� desribes the response of the ation to hangesin the metri: ÆS = �T Z d2�phT��Æh�� () T�� = � 1Tph ÆSÆh�� :Compute T�� for the Polyakov ation.) Find the equations of motion for h�� and show that, after some manipulation andre-insertion into SP , one re-obtains the Nambu-Goto ation.d) Show that adding a \osmologial onstant term",S1 = � Z d2�phto the Polyakov ation leads to inonsistent �eld equations for h�� in the ombinedsystem SP + S1 when � 6= 0.3) The Polyakov ation: II) The symmetriesa) Show in one line that the Weyl invariane SP [e2�h��; X�℄ = SP [h��; X�℄ automati-ally implies h��T�� = 0 without the use of the equations of motion.b) Verify the traelessness of T�� diretly by using your result for T�� from Problem 2)b).) How does h�� have to transform under arbitrary reparameterizations (�; �) !(~�(�; �); ~�(�; �)) for SP to be invariant?4) Lightone oordinatesIn onformal gauge and after a Weyl resaling, the metri h�� an be brought to thestandard Minkowskian form:ds2 = ���d��d�� = �d� 2 + d�2:a) Rewrite the metri in terms of light one oordinates�� := � � �;and read o� the omponents �++, �+� and ���.b) Determine the omponents �++, ��� and �+� of the inverse metri and use it toderive the relation between the omponents (V +; V �) and the omponents (V+; V�) ofa 2D vetor by raising the indies.) Determine the derivatives �� in terms of �� and ��. (Use ���� = 1 and ���� = 0):3


